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THE PERPETUATION OF SEXUAL

(IN)EQUALITY IN POPULAR TELEVISION
SERIES SET IN THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE
Annachiara Mariani and Gregory Whited
The University of Tennessee

The Perpetuation of Sexual
(In)Equality in Popular Television
Series Set in the Italian
Renaissance
Subject of our
presentation

What is the
importance of
historical series?

The Borgias
(2011-2013) and
Da Vinci’s
Demons
(2013-2015)
Absence and

misrepresentation
of queer
characters in
historical series

Main questions
1. How are queer encounters represented in popular
historical series set in the Italian Renaissance?
2. How do these historical series manage to reconcile
viewers to normative heterosexual views?
3. What are the consequences and risks of the widespread
televised queer mnemonic erasure through straightwashing?

THE BORGIAS BETWEEN NORMALIZING
AND ERASURE OF QUEER BODIES

THE BORGIAS
(2011-2013)

The original crime family
The Borgias “is the next epic depiction of sex, power, murder, incredible costumes, surprisingly good acting
and more breasts and backsides than anyone could count”

The Borgias as Prestige drama
Prestige TV è un’etichetta
deﬁnitoria e non valutativa,
non implica un giudizio di
qualità, si limita a riconoscere
la presenza di determinate
caratteristiche. Costituisce
tuttavia un indicatore
attendibile, anche se parziale,
della misura in cui una ﬁction
è in sintonia con le tendenze
più attuali del racconto
televisivo (Milly Buonanno).

higher
production
costs

transnational
production
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famous
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Powerful
visuals

cinema
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TV
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genres

serial
structure
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complex
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nonlinear
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Queer visibility, erasure, and (lack of) futurity

MICHELETTO'S PERCEIVED
HETEROSEXUALITY

“The Choice”=> Micheletto and Augustino =>
First queer encounter

Micheletto and Augustino => abjects

Micheletto and Pascal => second and ﬁnal queer

encounter

“Bury Your Gays” trope

Da Vinci’s Demons is a historical ﬁction series following the life and adventures of Leonardo
Da Vinci.

S1E5: “THE
TOWER”

“THE
TOWER”
Accused of sodomy,
Leonardo stands
trial before a
kangaroo court.
Though the
proceedings are
malicious, the
accusation is not
without merit.

Leonardo wins the case by
blackmailing the judge with
his sexual “perversions.”
However, at no point during
the episode does Leonardo
openly reveal his identity.

Queer
Erasure

■ A literal movement from a
gay “experimentation” to a
perceived heterosexual
normality.

Conclusions:
Towards a
Queerer TV
(and Future)

Queer Attribution
to make queer
1.

From a position of power or
privilege,

2.

uses hegemonic ideals of perceived
normality to deem a person or
behavior as queer when in its
cultural and/or temporal context it
would not be queer,

3.

and culturally and temporally
relative; socially constructed.
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The Representation of Girlhood in the Italian
Series SKAM Italia and Nudes
Stefania Antonioni – University of Urbino Carlo Bo
Chiara Checcaglini – University of Bologna

SKAM, 2015-2109
created and directed by Julie Andem

Nudes, 2109
created by Jørgen Færøy Flasnes, Liv Barbosa
Blad and Erika Calmeyer and directed by Liv
Barbosa Blad and Erika Calmeyer

NRK developed online dramas aimed to attract young audiences
through stories that challenge the ways teenagers are usually narrated.

SKAM Italia, 2018-

Nudes, 2021

created by Ludovico Bessegato and directed by
Ludovico Bessegato and Ludovico Di Martino

created by Emanuela Canonico, Valerio
D'Annunzio, Giulio Fabroni, Matteo Menduni
and directed by Laura Luchetti

Eva – season 1

Noora/Eleonora – season 2/3

Sana – season 4

Sofia – part 1/2

Viktor/Vittorio and
Miriam/Marta – part 2/1

Ada – part 3

Eva
Eva

• Trust issues
• Loneliness
➢ A new group of girlfriends is established

Eleonora

• Troubled love story
• Sexual abuse
➢ Reporting abuser and confronting
boyfriend

Sana

• Balancing conflicting aspects of her life
• Love interest
➢ Openness and renewed trust in her friends

• Slut-shaming
• Bullying and harassment

Sofia

➢ Breaking up her friendship and moving on

Ada

• Impulsive choices
• Abuse and blackmail

➢ Reconciling with BBF and
reporting abuser

Vittorio / Marta

• Revenge porn
• Selfish choices and accountability
➢ Growing sense of guilt

• Unequivocal girls’ agency

• Girls as victims with limited agency

• Lighter tones with emotional
moments

• Dramatic tones and ‘cautionary tale’
rhetoric

• Group of friends as a form of
empowerment

• Sensitive topics still rarely addressed
in Italy
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Reconfiguration of the Hegemonic Femininity
in the Turkish Work Place Dramas
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Turkish work place dramas reproduce the
hegemonic feminine identity in Turkey


Female-centered dramas have dominated the Turkish TV channels for long.



Most of them reproduce the traditional and conservative feminine identity.



The work place dramas –which take place in the corporate companiesdifferentiate from the mainstream narratives of the feminine identity.



This study illustrates the reconfiguration of the ideal female identity in
Turkish dramas through the textual and discursive analyses of two Turkish TV
series that take place in the creative departments of corporate companies.



First TV series is «Love for Rent» (Kiralık Aşk) (2015-17).



Second is «Early Bird/Day Dreamer» (Erkenci Kuş) (2018-19).

TV SERIES 1:
LOVE FOR RENT

TV SERIES 2:
Early Bird /Day Dreamer (both titles are
used)

Methodology:
Discourse Analysis (M. Foucault)


Foucault’s approach to discourse analysis is employed since it is aimed at exploring
the hegemonic feminine discourse reproduced in Turkish TV.



The discursive analysis of the TV series as a text requires not only the linguistic
elements but also the relations among the subjects and the organizational culture
of the work place in the drama.



For Foucault, individual is no more than an object of discourse and/or knowledge
that is dominant in any given social realm.



A discursive statement, the main element of a discourse, creates objects and
subjects/ subject positions by enunciative strategies of classification and
definition. Statements activate or put existing statements into operation and
reproduce them in a new manner.



A discourse is always an articulation of several discourses, statements, and
conceptual relations. Thus, any discursive formation is a practice of producing
meaning by the articulation of several discourses.



The discourse analyst tries to reveal the definitions, categories, oppositional or
definitional relations constructed among concepts, enunciative patterns, and the
derivations of other discourses in a certain discursive formation.

Methodology:
Intertexuality (N. Fairclough)


Textual analysis necessitates the exploration of the intertextuality of any
text, meaning that each text is in relation to other texts which were
previously constructed.



Two genres are adopted in these two dramas of our analysis



1. Classical Turkish Melodrama based on conservative discourse in Turkey



2. Recent Hollywood movies, «the chick flicks» reproducing the neoliberal and
postfeminist discourses

Hegemonic Femininity vs. Pariah
Femininity (Mimi Schippers)


Mimi Schippers defines «Pariah Femininities» in contrast to the hegemonic
feminine identity.



Pariah femininities are not subordinate femininities, but characteristics or
practices that, when embodied by women in the setting, are simultaneously
stigmatized and feminized.



Females performing the hegemonic masculine qualities are considered to be
both feminine but undesirable. Therefore, they are stigmatized.



Authority, being physically violent, taking charge and not being compliant are
undesired feminine aspects.



Schippers says that when a woman is authoritative, she is not masculine, she
is stigmatized as a bitch – both feminine and undesirable.

Turkish Female Subjectivity in the
Classical Turkish Melodrama


In the TV series of our study,



the female characters reproduce the gender roles given in the conservative
discourse prevailing in the Turkish melodrama



expected to be modest women behaving in terms of the norms of the
conservative society



reproducing the solidarity culture existing in their traditional neighborhood
and families

Neoliberal and Postfeminist Female
Subjectivity in Hollywood Chick-Flicks


the female figure is represented to endorse certain characteristics such as
self-agency,



self-empowerment,



individualization and individual achievement



yet the females are also illustrated as being in need of the male protagonists
in order to reach success and fulfill their aspirations

Workplace Dramas in Our Analysis


Reproduce conservative feminine identity given in the Turkish melodrama
within a new discourse using neoliberalism and postfeminism.



Heroine though underskilled for a job in a corporate company starts to work
in the company by chance.



Heroine is positioned in contrast to her rivals, the female antagonists in the
dramas, who are considered to perform the pariah feminine identity.



The competing women against the heroine represent the undesired female
subjectivity.



Discursive analyses of the dramas reveal the binary oppositions among the
characteristics of the heroine and the female antagonists. Thus, we see the
qualities of the ideal and undesired Turkish female identities.



Finally throughout that rivalry, both the heroine and her colleagues find out
that she has an innate talent and significant job performance that contribute
much to the company.

Characteristics of the Ideal Female in the
Two Dramas
Heroines in both dramas share similar characteristics and capacities:


Wonderful innate skills and capacities that differentiate the heroine from her
rivals such as;

photographic memory,
organizational or administrative capacities,
creative or artistic skills like designing and drawing; writing a book, making
parfume.


The indigenous culture of the young woman differs her from her rivals.

the traditional culture, norms and institutions,

the conservative and extended family,
the traditional neighborhood, are appreciated.
The heroine (vs. the rest of the modern but undesired female characters)
manages to overcome the rivalry and wins the love of the hero, who is also her
boss.

Hero’s love of traditional neighborhood
and life-style

Heroine is infantalized by hero while being represented
as successful and self-agent at the work place

Qualities of Hegemonic Turkish Femininity in
the Work Place Dramas
I. Traditional


Living in traditional neighbourhood



Having the Turkish traditional life style (drinking tea, making traditional
Turkish dish)



Living with parents or family



Performing in line with traditional cultural norms (kissing hands of the elderly,
showing respect)



Using linguistic style of the neighborhood



Holding a modest behavior in general, especially among the family and in the
neighborhood settings which require females to act in terms of traditional
norms of behavior

II. Natural
Being natural is reflected in various ways


loving nature and natural settings, rather than city and modern life



loving the natural in terms of culture; performing authentic or traditional
cultural practices, making authentic choices rather than the modern ones



Being a natural beauty, having natural tricks for beauty (one heroine has
natural red hair, the other heroine designs her own parfume by using the wild
flowers)



Being natural in terms of the manners and character; meaning wild,
spontaneous, spirited, not calculative.



Heroine is emotional and tempered like a child or an artist, acts
inspirationally not rationally most of the times.

III. Neoliberal-postfeminist individuality blended
with conservative solidarity
Heroine is represented as a a self-empowered and assertive individual with a
liberal work ethic :


Hardworking , activating her creativity and talents with hardwork



Competing in the corporate office setting for rising the ladders of corporate
hierarchy



Ambitious, following her motivations, making her own choices

Despite her individuality, heroine makes use of the traditional solidarity culture
in order to succeed in her projects at work.
The conservative discourse of solidarity is reproduced as in the narrative of
family and neighborhood solidarity that had been widely used in the classical
Turkish melodrama.
Individual performance of the heroine in the corporate work practice is
supported by the traditional family and neighborhood relations.
Heroine is a self-agent and competent individual yet in need of the traditional
relationships for her success.

IV. Capable but in need of the support of
the male (postfeminist ingredient)


Heroine is also in constant need of the hero’s support to achieve success in
corporate life.



Hero, who is the embodiment of the hegemonic masculinity or who performs
the hegemonic male characteristics, acts as a rational and adult.



Hero, although being an artist or having a creative personality, he is
emotionally balanced unlike the heroine.



Heroine, acts as an emotional artist or like a child to be protected and
supported by the male performance.

Turkish hegemonic femininity is
reconfigured in the work place dramas


In terms of the two genres, that are the classical Turkish melodrama and the
Hollywood chick-flicks.



In terms of the discourses of neoliberalism, postfeminism and the discourse of
conservativism in Turkey.



In contrast to the pariah (contaminating,disruptive) feminine identity which is
considered to consist the hegemonic male characteristics in Turkey, such as
rationality; use of force; desire for authority, power and also sexuality;
resistance to compliance.

IN CONCLUSION,



The hegemonic feminine discourse juxtaposes a number of contradictory
discourses such as traditional solidarity and neoliberal-postfeminist
individuality.



The hegemonic femininity in the work place dramas redefines and
stretches the discursive limits of the Turkish conservative femininity.



The ideal Turkish woman is represented as having many capabilities,
potentials and contradictions.



She is to be a self-empowered individual yet she seems to be dependent
both to the gaze and support of the male and the traditional community.
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Representation and perception of the
mis-narrative of the feminine in
Bridgerton
Grazia Quercia
Sapienza University of Rome
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The representation of women on screen has been and continues
to be a relevant issue.
(Buonanno 2014; Buonanno, Faccioli 2020)

It can express current ideas about the feminine and influence
perceptions and imagery about the sexes.
(Ciofalo, Leonzi, Quercia 2021)

In the field of serial fiction, narratives represent women as free and selfpossessed, but at the same time in constant search of the male figure,
between hyperfeminization, denial of feminism and the search for a new
status quo.
(McRobbie 2004)

There seems to be occasion in which the desire for women's affirmation
has been portrayed in a distorted way, almost as dominant and
overbearing towards the other sex. In such narratives the female body is
used as a mean to exercise power, damaging those attracted to it, giving
rise to a kind of “toxic feminism”.

“Kupers (2005, p. 714) defines, toxic masculinity refers to, ‘. . . the
constellation of socially regressive male traits that serve to foster
domination, the devaluation of women, homophobia, and wanton violence’.”
(McCann 2020)

In reverse, “toxic feminism” could be considered a situation in
which women acquire those masculine traits to affirm herself.
Daum proposes that toxic femininity exists because ‘fragility’ can be
‘weaponized’, such as through women feigning victimhood in order to gain
power over men.
(2018)

2020-in production

Produced by Shondaland
Distributed by Netflix
Plot:
1813. Daphne Bridgerton, eldest daughter of an
aristocratic family, enters her first season with Queen
Charlotte's favor. She meets the Duke of Hastings and
best friend of her eldest brother, Anthony. The two
firstly fake their relationship, until they end up marrying
and loving each other.

“It has become a big cultural phenomenon. We really created a conversation
and built ‘appointment television’ at a time when that hardly exists anymore.”
(Elbers, Mcgee 2019)

Shondaland is famous for defying television norms often through female
characters, narrating abortion, queer issues and diversity in general. It is
also defined “color-blind” overcoming racial inequities.
(Meyer, Griffin 2018)

The goal of this study is to understand the characteristics representations and
perception of dynamics of a kind of "female supremacy" represented in Bridgerton.
Content analysis (Krippendorff 2018) on the episodes of the first season brought
out mis-represented forms of the feminine.
It was possible to identify a controversial passage in which this is particularly
evident: the debated rape by the protagonist against her husband.
In this regard, a content analysis as enquiry was carried out on the articles of
famous U.S. newspapers that have discussed the scene, and on the comments to
the same received on Facebook.

Simon told Daphe he couldn’t have children,
but she decided to marry him anyway.
Later she finds out he could but won’t
procreate, so, during a consensual
intercourse, she puts herself on the top of him.
In that moment he asked her to stop and move
away, but she didn’t and forced him to finish.
Just after that she justifies the action with
being in anger after Simon has been lying to
her about his fertility.

Bridgerton has a rape scene, but it’s not treated like one
Determined to figure out whether he’s capable of it, she takes control during sex and
positions herself on top of him so he can’t pull out.
When he realizes his predicament right before orgasm, Simon looks alarmed and tries to
stop — he cries out twice for Daphne to wait — but it’s too late. Once she’s achieved
her goal, she stops, and he processes what just happened in shock.
The strangest thing about this moment is that I’m not sure the show’s writers consider
this scene to be a rape scene. Daphne is immediately furious with Simon for lying to her,
and the show then focuses on her betrayal and rage; she even has a semantic speech
about the difference between “won’t” and “can’t.”
[…]
But the show doesn’t dwell on Daphne’s choices, or on any long-term aftermath from that
moment. The incident doesn’t seem to impact Simon’s ability to trust Daphne in bed.
Instead, the show turns toward Daphne’s distrust of him for lying to her, dwelling on Simon’s
need to win her forgiveness and give up his vow for the sake of their happiness.
https://www.vox.com/22194033/bridgerton-netflix-rape-scene-novel

• Rape? Because 1, he couldn’t “control” himself and 2, he couldn’t lift or
push the hundred pound teenager off of him? Stop it. Rape is about power
and violence. He could have knocked her out cold, which is what a real
victim would have done.
• Calling this rape cheapens the word
• I just watched this and am I watching the same thing ?I’ve no idea what
your all rambling on about lol There is no rape , that’s a massive reach and
not every series has to be politically correct ! The whole point is it’s
entertainment and also this was just representing the times and what it
was like then !

https://www.facebook.com/223649167822693/posts/1769320973255497

Netflix drama Bridgerton under scrutiny over depiction of rape scene:
‘This is not romantic’
When Daphne begins to suspect her husband, a scene shows her positioning herself on top of him during
sex so he is unable to pull away.

Simon twice pleads for her to stop but she ignores him, and in the aftermath, the show’s narrative focuses on
her own rage and sense of betrayal instead of Simon’s shock.
On Twitter, viewers have called out the show for failing to include a content warning over the scene, which they
believe many could find distressing.
“This is just another reminder and psa, that #bridgerton has an onscreen rape scene of a black man. do be careful
when recommending it to people and if you plan on watching it, be careful with episode 6,” another said.
Journalist Sabah Malik wrote: “I am really really sickened at how they completely brushed past a pretty
shocking rape scene. Marital r*pe, forced sex - and then boom we just move on the next day. Super
disappointing, the show was already kind of tough to watch.”
Others pointed out how the scene would likely have been treated differently if the roles were reversed.

“This is not romantic, this is spousal/marital r*pe, had the roles been reversed woke twitter would be boycotting this
trash saying how it glamorises rape culture,” one viewer said.
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/bridgerton-netflix-rape-scene-daphne-simon-b1779844.html

• Sorry - but no way is it rape. The sexual act was a consensual one, and
once consent has been given, then the carrying it through to its conclusion
is neither here nor there. If he did not want children then he should not be
having sex
• Are you serious, there was no “ rape “ scene in the show. Rape is
unwanted forced sex against someones will. And after watching all 8
episodes back to back there wasn’t a single depiction of rape or anything
remotely like it in the entire 8 episodes. What utter nonsense this article is.
Its nothing more than incorrect reporting and sensationalist garbage. If
anything Daphne couldn’t get enough and she sure looked like she
enjoyed every moment of it. Mind you this is the Independent we are
talking about and its a snowflakes wet dream lol Utter gutter reporting
• I watched the particularly scene and it was not rape, how ridiculous to say
it was !!
https://www.facebook.com/13312631635/posts/10159015216341636

The controversial rape scene in 'Bridgerton' started a 'really great
conversation around consent,' says show's intimacy coordinator
"Bridgerton" has been praised for its many steamy sex scenes and the way it portrays
female pleasure, but there's one intimate moment that really got fans talking — and it was
far more controversial.
The scene, which shows Daphne Bridgerton initiating sex with her husband Simon Basset,
first appears to be consensual. But then Daphne gets on top so that Simon can't use
the pull-out method to avoid the possibility of impregnating her.
It's a moment that has continued to stir debate on Twitter, with many viewers saying they
were shocked that the episode didn't have a trigger warning, or that "rape was used as a
quirky plot device" in the first place.
"I think it's created a really great conversation around consent," she said. "And what it
looks like, regardless of gender."
https://www.insider.com/bridgerton-controversial-rape-scene-started-discussion-on-consent-2021-2

• I wouldn't exactly call it a rape scene because based on the
situation and position that they were in in the actual movie I
don't know about the book He could have easily bounced her off
she's a tiny little thing and I've seen it happen before and the
sex was consensual It was just the ejaculation that wasn't which
he could have easily prevented if he really cared that much
• That was not rape. She didn't force him to have sex. He willingly
wanted it. At any time he could have pushed her off. What is
wrong with you. Do you not know what ACTUAL rape is?
• I wouldn't call it rape...she just took control
https://www.facebook.com/256268181410254/posts/1375986182771776

It appears to be more doubt around the definition of rape and lack of
consent when it comes from a «feminist» narration.
The scene didn’t seem to be treated as rape, but as a takeover from the
female protagonist.
The debate on social media arouse more and more questions:
- Is the female empowerment actually mis-represented in the scene?
- Is the show presenting a hidden male gaze?
- Is female domination considered different from male one?
- Is this difference affecting the perception of feminism?
- Can this distract from the aim of gender equity and create a misconception
of empowered woman?

